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Society in Transition

Closed hierarchical 

organized groups

Command & Control 

Top Down

Static 

Competition

Offline

Planning

Open networks 

(communities)

Open & Distributed

Bottom Up

Fluid & Dynamic

Collaboration

Online & Offline

Experimentation



…….…physical, economical and social..

ReThink about the future of the city





Government in Transition

Closed government

(knowledge is power)

Top-down

Domain-based approach

Directing policy implementing

Problem oriented

Control (risk management)

Plan Oriented 

(from A to B)

Open government 

(wisdom of the crowd)

Bottom up

Neighborhood approach

Facilitating implementation

Opportunity focused

Trust (making possible)

Process Oriented 

(flexible, adjustable)



Doomsday is coming 

vs 

compelling future?





“Shifting radically from a small country without natural 

resources,to a large state ocean economy.

We have a maritime zone of 2.3 million km², with an 

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of 1.92 million km².

This makes Mauritius the 20th country in the world with the 

largest Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).”

Mauritius: Large State Ocean Economy



1. How to focus on opportunities?



Appreciative Inquiry

1. Valuing; recognizing the best in people and the 

world around us

2. affirming past and present strengths, successes, 

and potentials

3. To increase in value, economically and socially.

1. The act of exploration, investigation and 

discovery. 

2. To ask questions; to be open to seeing new 

potentials and possibilities.
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Appreciative Inquiry 
focus on ‘what works’ 
and is strengths and 

value based

Research shows this is the most 
effective way to learn, grow, 

innovate, create enduring positive 
change and get the results we want. 





The art of flipping:

Turn the negative in a positive mindset

What’s the biggest 
problem here?

Why did I have to be born 
in such a troubled family?

Why do you blow it so 
often?

What got them so upset?

Why do we, after all this, 
still have these problems?

What possibilities exist 
that we have not thought 
of yet?

What’s the smallest 
change that could make the 
biggest impact?

What solutions would 
have us both win?

What can I do to help you 
succeed?

Wow, how did you pull 
that off?



Transformational challenge

From “Baggage Problems” to . . .

“Exceptional Arrival Experience”



A Shift Toward Appreciative Organizing 

fitting Societal Change

Hierarchy: How do we organize 
to manage & control variances?

Rationality: How do we gather, 
protect and use information for 
competitive advantage?

Top Down Authority: How do we 
achieve our goals, through 
people, by delegating to them? 

The Bottom Line: How do we 
organize to ensure a strong ROI?

Networks: How do we liberate self 
organizing? 

Diversity: How do we include and 
align  multiple strengths, voices & 
ways of knowing?

Co-Creation: How do we engage 
with others in dialogue to create a 
world that works for all?

Triple Bottom Line: How do we 
organize to serve People, Profit, and 
Planet?
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Lay emphasis on ‘what will be’ 



Create a collective mindset



Open for everyone to participate



Reinforce your message



Celebrate milestones



Is what you want outside

aligned by how you

operate internally?

Be Consistent



How to turn a ripple into a wave?



Informing: citizen as 

consumer

Consulting:

citizen as customer 

Advising : citizen as experience

expert 

Co-producing: citizen as co-maker

Civil Society: 

citizen as 

initiator



Building on values, trust and ideas







Creating from nothing but an idea…



.. making the impossible possible by

facilitating policy implementing.



....by giving space, trust and a helping

hand. 





2013

2014

Agile: be flexibible in a changing society

2016

2015



3. How to keep riding the waves? 



City as a 

platform
















